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Abstra t
Data stru tures with relaxed balan e di er from standard stru tures in that rebalan ing an be delayed and interspersed with updates. This gives extra exibility in both sequential and parallel appli ations.
We study the version of multi-way trees alled (a; b)-trees (whi h
in ludes B-trees) with the operations insertion, deletion, and group insertion. The latter has appli ations in for instan e do ument databases
and WWW sear h engines. We prove that we obtain the optimal
asymptoti rebalan ing omplexities of amortized onstant time for
insertion and deletion and amortized logarithmi time in the size of
the group for group insertion. These results hold even for the relaxed
version.
Our results also demonstrate that a binary tree s heme with the
same omplexities an be designed. This is an improvement over the
existing results.
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Introdu tion

We fo us on the type of multi-way trees usually referred to as (a; b)-trees [8,
15℄, and in parti ular, we adopt the relaxed (a; b)-trees [11, 12℄. In the ontext
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of sear h trees, \relaxed" is the term used when a stru ture is generalized
in su h a way that updating may be arried out independent of rebalan ing
whi h an be arried out later, possibly in small steps. In the ontext of
B-trees [3℄, this approa h was dis ussed rst in [16℄. The paper [10℄ ontains
a fairly omplete referen e list to the work on relaxed stru tures in general.
The disadvantage of relaxation is that the stri t ontrol on sear h path
lengths is loosened (temporarily). The advantage of relaxed stru tures is
exibility. Sin e rebalan ing an be delayed and arried out in small steps
interspersed with updates, they give extra possibilities for ontrol, both with
regards to trade-o between time spent on updating and time spent on rebalan ing in a single pro essor s enario, but also with regards to on urren y
ontrol. Note also that a relaxed stru ture an always be used as a standard
stru ture simply by de iding to arry out all rebalan ing operations due to
an update immediately. Thus, an asymptoti omplexity result arries over
from the relaxed to the standard ase.
In this paper, we onsider group update operations, where a number of keys
must or may be inserted or deleted at the same time. These operations,
in parti ular group insertion, have renewed interest be ause of appli ations
in WWW sear h engines or do ument databases using inverted index te hniques [4, 5℄, or in other appli ations where a large number of keys must or
an be brought into the main index at the same time [9℄. Stru tures with
relaxed balan e are well suited for on urrent appli ations of this nature
be ause newly inserted elements are available immediately after the a tual
update. Rebalan ing an be done later, possibly by a ba kground pro ess,
for instan e when the sear h frequen y drops.
For red-bla k trees [6℄ and height-valued trees [13℄ (an AVL-tree [1℄ variant),
relaxed variants have been studied in [7, 14℄ where an entire tree of new
keys to be inserted an be brought into the tree as one update. For both
stru tures, the upper bound derived on the number of rebalan ing operations
required to balan e the tree again is O(log n + log2 m), where n is the size of
the main index and m is the size of the tree whi h is inserted.
Group updates in B-trees have been onsidered in [17℄ based on [16℄. The
fo us in [17℄ is on sear hing and the ne essary on urren y ontrol. There
is no new bound on the number of operations, so the best bound one an
give on the basis of [16℄ is O(m loga n), where a is the degree of the nodes.
However, if many updates go to the same leaves, the performan e will be
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orrespondingly better. As a remark regarding notation, sin e the base for
the logarithm an be quite large for multi-way trees, we leave the onstant
in when stating the asymptoti performan e, even though formally this does
not signify anything sin e O(log2 n) = O(log n) for any onstant .
In this paper, we de ne a relaxed multi-way stru ture where the number of
rebalan ing operations arried out in response to the insertion of a tree of size
m is the optimal OA (loga m) (we use the notation OA (f (n)) to mean amortized O(f (n))) and insertion and deletion be ome OA (1). These results also
imply a relaxed binary stru ture with the same omplexities (the logarithm
now base 2).
We now remark on the de nition of what a group insertion algorithm is
(the dis ussion for group deletion is similar). We study the ore problem of
moving m keys in between to neighbor keys in the main index. However,
if one onsiders the problem of moving m arbitrary keys in, they rst have
to be divided up into groups (via a sear h pro edure). This an be done
for our stru ture exa tly as it has been done in [7, 14, 17℄. The di eren e
between our approa h and the earlier ones lie in the rebalan ing after the
insertion of a whole tree, whi h is the fo us in the main part of our paper.
Phrased like this more general
group insertion, the rebalan ing omplexity
P
p
in [7, 14℄ stated as O(log n + i=1 log2 m
Pi ), for p lo ations where trees of sizes
m1 ; : : : ; mp are inserted, be omes OA ( pi=1 loga mi ) in our ase.
2

Relaxed (a; b)-Trees with Group Insertion

Partly for omparison and partly be ause a standard (a; b)-tree will be the
ideal state for a relaxed (a; b)-tree, we give the de nition here. Terminology
whi h arries over to the relaxed ase will not be repeated.
We onsider leaf-oriented (a; b)-trees whi h means that all keys are kept in
the leaves. Internal nodes ontain routers, whi h are of the same type as the
keys and often opies of some of these. The purpose of the routers is to guide
the sear hes to the orre t leaves. The term leaf-oriented, whi h is usually
used when dis ussing relaxed data stru tures, orresponds to B +-trees [3℄
versus internal B -trees.
Leaf-oriented trees are often the hoi e in large database-oriented appli ations. Thus, we assume that the leaves ontain the keys and referen es to
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the a tual data asso iated with the keys. For uniformity, these referen es are
referred to as hildren just like the referen es from internal nodes.
(a; b)-Trees

If a  2 and b  2a 1, then an (a; b)-tree an be de ned as a multi-way
sear h tree ful lling the following stru tural invariant:

 The root has at most b hildren and at least 2 hildren.
 All other nodes have at most b hildren and at least a hildren.
 All leaves have the same depth.
The number of hildren of a node is often referred to as the degree of the
node.
Additionally, an (a; b)-tree must ful ll the following sear h tree invariant:
Ea h internal node u with m hildren (pointers to subtrees) stores m 1
distin t routers in in reasing order k1; k2; : : : ; km 1. Let k0 = 1 and km =
1. Then all keys in the range [ki; ki+1), 0  i  m 1, in the subtree of a
node u are stored in the ith subtree of u.
Relaxed (a; b)-Trees with Group Insertion

First we relax the invariants from the standard ase su h that updates an
legally be performed without immediate subsequent rebalan ing. Just removing all requirements would a omplish this. However, as usual we are
interested in being able to rebalan e eÆ iently at some later time. In order
to express the new stru tural invariant, we introdu e the following: Every
node has a tag, whi h is a non-positive integer. This is also ommonly referred to as the weight of the node. We de ne the relaxed depth , rd(u), of a
node u as follows:
(
t(u);
if u is the root
rd(u) = rd(p(u)) + 1 + t(u); otherwise
where t(u) denotes the tag of u, and p(u) denotes the parent of u.
Only the stru tural invariant is altered:
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 All nodes have at most b hildren.
 All leaves have the same relaxed depth.
Of ourse, by de nition, an internal node must have at least one hild.
Now, if a node in a relaxed (a; b)-tree has a property di erent from what it
ould have in a standard (a; b)-tree, we refer to this as a on i t: A tag value
di erent from zero is referred to as a weight on i t. If the tag is zero, but
the node as fewer than a hildren, this is an underfull on i t, and the node
is alled underfull. In the spe ial ase of the root, that node is underfull (and
there is an underfull on i t) only if it has fewer than 2 hildren, i.e., one
hild.
To nish the degree terminology regarding nodes, a node with degree 0 is
alled empty and a node with degree b is all full.
We pro eed to the des ription of the operations on relaxed (a; b)-trees. All
operations are depi ted in the appendix. In the following se tions, we de ne
the notation used in the appendix, and give additional explanation of any
onditions whi h annot be (or is not) given in the illustrations. Part of
the purpose of the illustrations is to have these as easy visual referen e in
the proofs to follow, so we have made an attempt not to lutter them with
obvious information whi h an be given on e (in the se tions below).
In general, the top-most node before an operation is arried out is physi ally
the same node as the top-most node after the operation is arried out, su h
that the referen e in its parent remains valid.
When we say that a number i of pointers are divided up as evenly as possible
(into two nodes), we mean that one node re eives bi=2 pointers and the
other di=2e. When i is odd, it is not important for the results in this paper
whi h node re eives the most.
Update Operations

Any update operation is pre eded by a sear h for the orre t lo ation. The
sear hing is fa ilitated by the sear h tree invariant and pro eeds exa tly as in
all multi-way sear h trees. In the dis ussion of insertion and deletion below,
we assume that we have already lo ated the orre t leaf.
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In the appendix, Greek letters are used to denote a (possibly empty) olle tion of pointers. If is su h a olle tion of pointers, we let j j denote the
number of pointers in the olle tion . We do not expli itly show the keys
or routers. The tags of the nodes are shown as supers ripts to the right of
the nodes. Single pointers are denoted by an x in the leaves and by a dot in
the internal nodes.
Insertion: There are two possibilities. Either the orre t leaf for the insertion
is full or it is not. If the leaf is not full, the new key is just added to that
leaf. Even though this is not apparent in the illustration, we assume that
keys are kept in sorted order. If the leaf is full, all the existing keys together
with the one to be inserted are divided as equally as possible into two groups
1 and 2 . All the keys in 1 are smaller than any key in 2 .
Deletion: If present, the orre t key (whi h ould be in any lo ation in the
leaf) is found and removed.
Group Insertion: The node marked \Root of T 0 ", is the root of an entire
(a; b)-tree T 0. It is a requirement that all the keys in T 0 lie between the
largest key in and the smallest key in .
Rebalan ing Operations

For Absorption, Penetration, Redundant Root Elimination, and Root Weight
Elimination, there are no additional omments.
Split: The pointers in
are divided as evenly as possible into two groups
Æ1 and Æ2 .
Sharing: There are two symmetri variants of this operation: either the left
or the right sibling is underfull. The pointers in the two nodes are divided
up as evenly as possible.
Fusion: There are two symmetri variants of this operation: either the left or
the right sibling is underfull. The pointers in the underfull node is moved to
the sibling. Then the now empty node is removed, along with the referen e
to it in the parent.
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Corre tness

There are some important points regarding orre tness:

 If one of the operations is applied to a relaxed (a; b)-tree, then the
resulting tree is again a relaxed (a; b)-tree.
 Leaves always have tag values zero.

Though it would be somewhat spa e onsuming to go through every operation
regarding these properties, they are very simple to he k be ause they an
be veri ed separately for ea h operation. We omit these details.
Of ourse, the rst property must hold if the set-up should be meaningful at
all. The se ond property, along with the de nition of the update operations,
ensures that updates an always be made.
The next important aspe t is as to whether the olle tion of operations suÆ e
to rebalan e the tree.
If there is a on i t in a relaxed (a; b)-tree, then one of the
rebalan ing operations an be applied.

Theorem 1

Assume rst that the root has a on i t. Sin e there are no restri tions on the root operations, either Redundant Root Elimination or Root
Weight Elimination an be applied.
Now assume that the root does not have a on i t. Let u be a top-most node
with a on i t, i.e., a node losest to the root. We note that it has a parent,
and that the parent does not have a on i t. Thus, we an assume that the
parent has tag value zero.
If there is a top-most on i t whi h is a weight on i t, we hoose su h a
on i t to deal with next. Absorption and Split over all ases when the tag
value is 1, and Penetration an be applied if the tag value is smaller.
We may now assume that the top-most on i t is an underfull node and
that none of its siblings has a weight on i t. Thus, the on i t node and
its siblings have tag values zero. Clearly then, Sharing and Fusion over all
ases.
2
Proof
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Of ourse, this is merely one aspe t of the question as to whether the olle tion of operations suÆ e to rebalan e the tree.
Theorem 1 leaves the question unanswered as to whether the rebalan ing
pro ess will ever terminate (if the updating terminates). This question is
answered aÆrmatively in the next se tion.
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Complexity

As already mentioned, sear hing and the a tual updating is arried out as
in [7, 14℄, for instan e; with regards to sear hing, also as in [17℄. We fo us on
the subsequent rebalan ing. We derive the amortized rebalan ing omplexity
of the update operations using the potential fun tion te hnique [18℄.
First we de ne the potential (u) of a node u. The potential of a tree is
then merely the sum of the potentials of all the nodes in the tree. We use
the notation (u) to denote the number of hildren of u.
8
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If u is the root, (u) is de ned similarly, ex ept that we substitute the
onstant 2 for a.
It is well-known that even though (a; b)-trees an be de ned if just b  2a 1,
the best omplexities are only obtained if b  2a [8℄. Naturally, sin e we
might just use plain insertion and deletion, this property arries over.
If b  2a, then starting from an empty (a; b)-tree, the number
of rebalan ing operations is OA(1) in response to an insertion or deletion
and O(loga m) in response to a group insertion of another (a; b)-tree of size
m  2.

Theorem 2
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In this proof, we make many referen es to the illustrations in the
appendix. Some terminology shortens the proof signi antly: We use P for
parent to refer to the top node of an operation. Similarly, for hildren, we
use L, C , and R for left, right, and enter, respe tively. A subs ript of \1"
refers to a node before the operation is arried out and a subs ript of \2"
refers to a node after the operation is arried out.
Below, we prove that every rebalan ing operation de reases the potential.
Thus, the number of rebalan ing operations whi h an be arried out is
bounded by the in rease in potential due to the update operations.
Insertion and deletion alter a onstant number of nodes and do not introdu e
tag values smaller than 1. Thus, by de nition of the potential fun tion,
these operations in rease the potential by at most a onstant.
Group insertion adds an unbounded number of nodes to the tree. However,
sin e the tree T 0 whi h is added is an (a; b)-tree, all nodes in T 0 di erent from
the root will have potential zero after the update. Thus, only a onstant
number of nodes will have their potential hanged to a value di erent from
zero. Nodes with tag values at least 1 have onstant potential, so only the
node C2 an ontribute with a non- onstant potential in rease. Indeed, by
inserting the tree T 0, a potential in rease proportional to the height of T 0
o urs. Sin e T 0 is an (a; b)-tree, this in rease is O(loga m), where m is the
number of elements in T 0.
The operations and the potential fun tion were designed to a omplish what
we prove now, namely that any rebalan ing operation de reases the potential:
Absorption: By removing the 1 node, the potential drops at least 3. Now,
assume rst that t = 0. If P2 is underfull, then P1 was also underfull, sin e
a 1 node has degree at least one. Thus, the maximal in rease will o ur if
j j + j j + j j = b. This in rease is 2, so there is a total drop of at least 1. If
instead t = 1, then the potential for P2 an in rease ompared with P1 if
the degree of P1 was at most 2. Again, this in rease is at most 2. If t < 1,
then the potential of P2 equals that of P1 . Thus, in all ases, there is a total
de rease in potential of at least 1.
Split: C1 must have degree at least 2; otherwise we annot have j j+j j+j j >
b. Assume that the degree of C1 is 2. Then the degree of P1 is b. Thus, the
potential before the operation is 3 + 2 = 5. Sin e j j + j j + j j > b  2a,
at most one of L2 and R2 an have degree as small as a. Thus, the potential
after the operation is at most 3 + 1 = 4. Now assume that the degree of C1

Proof
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is at least 3. Thus, its potential is 5. The same argument as before applies
to the situation after the operation, so we get a total drop in potential of at
least 1.
Sharing: This operation has two symmetri variants, whi h an be treated
simultaneously. One of L1 and R1 is underfull and has a potential of 3.
Afterwards, L2 and R2 both have degree at least a and less than b, so the
potential of ea h node is at most 1. Thus, the potential de reases with at
least 1.
Fusion: This operation has two symmetri variants, whi h an be treated
simultaneously. The potential of P1 an in rease with at most 2. This happens in the ase where t = 0 and the degree of P1 is a. Thus, we must show
that the potential at the level below de reases by at least 3.
Now, an underfull node is removed whi h de reases the potential by 3. The
remaining hild of P2 has possibly had its degree in reased. However, sin e
its degree is less than 2a  b, the potential of that node annot in rease.
Penetration: The potential of C2 is 12 smaller than C1 ; also if t + 1 = 1.
The potential of P2 is 5 and the potential of L2 and R2 is at most 3 for ea h
of them. This is a total of 11. Thus, the potential de reases.
Redundant Root Elimination: Clearly, the potential of C1 annot in rease,
and sin e P1 is underfull, removing this nodes de reases the potential.
Root Weight Elimination: The number of pointers in the node is at least two
whi h, be ause this is the root, means at least a. By inspe ting the potential
fun tion, it follows that with at least a pointers, a node with a negative tag
always has a stri tly larger potential than a node with tag zero. Thus, the
potential de reases.
2
This result is asymptoti ally optimal. Clearly, no operation an take time
less than a onstant, so the asymptoti omplexity of insertion and deletion
annot be improved.
Regarding the omplexity of group insertion, hoose a path whi h from every
node follows a pointer lo ated roughly in the middle of the node. If we insert
a tree of height h at the resulting leaf, at least h 1 nodes in the original tree
must be split. This imposes a lower bound of (loga m) on the operation.
The proof above is the pla e to start if one onsiders altering the olle tion
of rebalan ing operations. After a radi al hange, it is of ourse ne essary
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to verify all properties again. However, if operations are only generalized,
the olle tion is of ourse still suÆ ient. One example of a possible generalization if the following: In the fusion operations, allow L1 , R1 , and C2 to
have non-zero, but identi al, tag values. With this generalization, a slightly
di erent potential fun tion an be used to obtain the same asymptoti results. However, it is important to note that a generalization is not ne essarily
an improvement and an lead to worse performan e. In fa t, in the worst
s enario, a generalization ould lead to in nite loops. For the safe generalizations, where the same asymptoti results an obtained, experiments an
be used to de ide on the exa t olle tion.
5

Additional Di tionary Operations

Note that in Theorem 2, we ould have taken insertion to mean \any modi ation of a leaf su h that the number of elements in rease". Clearly, as it
appears from the proof of that theorem, this more general operation would
also be OA(1). Similarly, deletion ould be taken to mean \any modi ation
of a leaf su h that the number of elements de rease", and this operation
would also be OA(1).
A standard operation in di tionary implementations is the join operations
(also sometimes referred to as merge, meld, or union) whi h takes to di tionaries as arguments and ombines them into one. It is always assumed
that all keys in one of the di tionaries are smaller than all keys in the other.
Assume that the di tionaries have sizes n1 and n2 . Then by performing a
group insertion of the smaller into the larger, in the left-most or right-most
leaf, as appropriate to preserve the sear h tree invariant, we obtain a relaxed
join operation with omplexity O(log minfn1 ; n2 g).
Another standard operation is the split operation (on di tionaries; not on
(a; b)-tree nodes) whi h given a key value produ es two di tionaries; one
with all the keys smaller than or equal to the given key and another with the
rest. By rst sear hing in T for the given key value and using group insertion
to insert a \fake" root with a small enough tag value t (jtj should be larger
than the height of T ), then this fake root will eventually make its way up
to be ome a hild of the root at whi h point the left-most and right-most
pointers in the root an be used to form the desired trees. A spe ial mark
must be put on the fake root and the operations modi ed su h that no other
11

operation than split an be applied to su h a marked hild of the root.
For group deletion, if all deletions regarding any parti ular leaf are arried
out at the same time, the time to rebalan e after the deletion of m elements
lo ated in p  m leaves be ome OA(p) instead of OA(m).
6

Binary Trees

Using olors or te hniques as in [2℄, (2; 4)-trees an be represented as binary
trees, where small parts of the tree of height zero or one represent nodes of
degree up to four in the (2; 4)-tree.
By interpreting all the rebalan ing operations in that representation, we immediately obtain that a relaxed binary tree with all the same properties
exists, i.e., rebalan ing after insertion and deletion is OA(1) and rebalan ing
after group insertion is OA(log m), where m is the size of the tree whi h is
inserted.
This improves on the results in [7, 14℄, whi h laim a rebalan ing omplexity
in this ase of O(log n + log2 m), where n is the size of the tree in whi h the
update is arried out.
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Appendix: The Operations
Update Operations
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Insertion of T 0: t = h(T 0 ).
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Rebalan ing Operations
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t
0

Æ

0

t

!

Æ

0

Fusion: j j < a, j j + jÆj < 2a (symmetri in hildren).
0
t< 1

!

0

Penetration.
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1
t+1

0

Root

t1
t2

!

0

Root

Redundant Root Elimination.

Root

t<0

!

0

Root

Root Weight Elimination: j j  2.
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